
Please answer  (circle)  as many questions as are relevant to your project as possible.

Contact Information
Client name:   ...................................................................

  ............................................................................

  ...................................................................

  ...................................................................Address: 

 1. What type of line would you like to see predominantly in your landscape?

             A. Curvilinear                              C. Mixed line

                                               

2. Do you prefer a *formal or a more *naturalized look?

formal             naturalized             unsure

*Formal design characterized by symmetrical plantings and finely manicured landscapes
*Naturalized design characterized by plantings in drifts or groups in no apparent order and modelled after nature.

3. Do you prefer cottage rustic, imperial classical, modern contemporary or Japanese design?

cottage rustic         imperial classical          modern contemporary         Japanese design

4. Do you like wide open spaces in your yard or do you prefer compartmentalized areas 
and outdoor rooms? 

wide spaces              compartmentalized              unsure

5. What are your bloom and foliage colour preferences?

    

              

Other:  .......................................................................................................................................................

Telephone #:

Email address:

The following questions are intended to help us narrow the scope of our design suggestions to 
those consistent with your preferences. We appreciate you taking the time to complete this ques-
tionnaire and believe that it will ultimately contribute strongly to the overall satisfaction you will 
derive from the completed project.  

 B. Rectilinear

Design Questionnaire



yes              no

natural stone         interlocking stone irregular patterns         square cut patterns

8. Would you be interested in strong focal points such as sculptures and/or ponds?  If so, which?

yes              no              unsure

Comment: .........................................................................................................................................

Myself              Hiring Low   1        2        3        4       5   High

10. Do you plan on installing an automatic irrigation system?

yes              no              unsure

Tell us about yourselves!

Thank You!

  

 

We often try to incorporate subtle symbolism which reflects your personality in our 
designs whenever possible. We believe that your landscape is a part of your home, not 
only your house, so we try to personalize your design as much as possible. The more we 
know about you, the easier inspiration will come. 

6. Do you have small children or pets that you think might be put at risk by plants 
which are potentially poisonous if ingested but are otherwise safe? 

7. Do you prefer natural stone or interlocking stone for walkways, patios, steps and walls?  
If natural stone for patios and walkways, do you prefer irregular or square cut patterns?  

9. Will you be maintaining your landscape yourself or will you be hiring a professional?
If you will be maintaining it yourself, what level of maintenance is manageable for you on a scale 
of 1 to 5? (1 being minimal maintenance required as possible and 5 being high maintenance)  

*Note: If you wish to submit this form electronically, you may do so by printing out the form, fill in answers by 
hand, scan completed form and email back to info@heritagelandscape.org
Alternatively you may print out, fill in answers by hand and submit in-person or through postal mail.

............................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................


